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Content Marketing 
for Profit

A step-by-step guide to creating content with purpose
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Creating content can feel overwhelming, especially if you don’t have a plan. 
When you plan your content strategically, it will feel less stressful and you 
will get better results for your efforts. 

Blogging doesn’t have to feel like “too much” on your to-do list. Once you 
set goals for your blog (vlog or podcast) and begin to follow a working plan, 
you’ll be able to monetize your blog content in no time at all. 

In this e-book, we will cover the following key steps:

• Define your content goals.
• List the categories of content you will use to achieve your goals.
• Identify your audience and keywords.
• Identify your calls to action.
• Plan how you will promote your content.

When you go through the steps above, you’ll experience incredible results 
in your business. You’ll attract your ideal clients and grow your audience 
tenfold.

It all starts with a plan! 

When you follow a plan and create content strategically, you’ll be able to:

• Stand out from your competition and become the go-to expert in your 
field.

• Capitalize on your reputation and brand.
• Attract your ideal clients using content with purpose.
• Drive traffic and potential clients to your website. 
• Sell your products and services with ease (to the people who want what 

you offer).

Let’s begin! 
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STEP 1 - DEFINE YOUR GOALS

When you think about content goals, you should think about the following:

1. Drive traffic to your website.
2. Nurture your audience and build rapport.
3. Build trust, and authority.
4. Lead your audience to a sale.

Different types of content will produce different results, that’s why it’s important to 
define your goals.

Goal #1 - Drive traffic to your website

Driving traffic to your website should be your top priority because it’s essential to your 
business success. You will want to drive as much of the right traffic as possible, to 
capture leads and convert them into customers.

When it comes to Google rankings, in my experience, there’s no better way to drive 
traffic than long-form written blog posts. While many people produce 500 – 1000 word 
blogs, I recommend writing a minimum of 2000 words. 

Let’s be clear. I mean insightful, relevant, informative content and not fluff. 

What you don’t want to do is to write 700 words of useful content and fill up the rest 
with fluff. It doesn’t work.

Before you even start writing, do some research about your chosen topic.  Gather 
statistics and information from credible sources to help you build a case and use 
relevant long tail keywords to guide your headings, subheadings and paragraphs. 

There’s no point in writing about something no one is interested in. You can use a simple 
Google search on the topics you’re considering, or if you want to go a step further, you 
can also do some research on BuzzSumo, SEMRush or Google Keyword Planner.

You’ll soon find out which terms people are searching for. You want to use those terms in 
your copy, to attract more readers to your website.
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Goal #2 - Nurture your audience and build rapport

While driving traffic to your website is essential, you also need to create content that 
helps educate your audience, build relationships, and help them get to know you, like 
you and trust you, so they can buy from you. 

You don’t need a 2000-word blog post to nurture your audience and build likeability. In 
fact, the most effective way to connect and bond with your audience is through video, 
followed by audio (podcasts). That’s because people get to see you, hear your voice and 
create familiarity.

Have you ever felt that you know some hollywood celebrities (as if they are your 
friends), but in reality, you’ve never even met them? I certainly have. That’s because 
we see them on TV, cinemas or hear them on the radio all the time, and that creates 
familiarity. We either decide that we love them or hate them, or something in between.

Regular 5 – 10 minute videos are enough to help you build likeability and bond with 
those who are attracted to your personality. After all, you want to attract your ideal 
clients, not everyone.

Goal #3 - Build trust, and authority

I don’t like the word authority, but I mean becoming an expert, someone who others in 
your industry will listen and pay attention to.

To become the go-to person in your industry, or the go-to brand (if you sell products), 
you need to build trust and authority. 

There are many ways to do that, including blogs and videos. But if you want to go a step 
further and build authority faster, I recommend interviewing highly recognized people in 
your industry including influencers.

If you’re seen in the same circle (rubbing shoulders) with an influencer, you will 
eventually be seen as one of the group. 

Another way to build authority is by submitting articles and blogs to reputable websites 
and media outlets or being a guest on a TV Show, radio or podcast. 

Make a list of all publications you’d benefit from and start checking if they accept 
submissions.
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Goal #4 - Lead your audience to a sale

To grow your business you need to convert some of your traffic into sales. The best 
content type you can use to achieve this goal is e-mails. 

Nothing will work better than a well-crafted e-mail sequence that speaks directly to your 
ideal client’s pain points and dream solutions.

E-mail allows you stablish a stronger relationship with your audience. They don’t need to 
access social media or come to your website. You can just pop into their inbox as often 
as you want and communicate directly to those who already gave you permission to do 
so. Don’t take this permission lightly. Treat your email list as your VIP list.

All of the content I’ve mentioned above will help you attract, connect and “warm up” 
your “cold” audience, so you can make them an offer they can say yes to.

Exercise: Organize your content goals

Evaluate Goals

What are your goals for your content? 

What do you need more of?

How many blogs will you write per month 
to drive traffic to you website?

How many videos or podcasts will you 
publish per month to nurture and connect?

How many guest articles will you submit? 

How often will you e-mail your 
subscribers?

How many times per month can you 
commit to publishing content? 

Remember that consistency is key. If you struggle to find time ot create content, commit 
to publishing once a month, or hire a content creator to help you.
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Now, let’s work on creating your reader* avatar. This is similar to your client avatar 
except you’ll focus on your average, typical reader for your blog. 

* Reader, listener or viewer, depending on the type of content you’re producing. But to simplify 
this book, I will use the word reader.

Exercise: Create your reader avatar
 

Is your ideal reader a male or female?

What age range is your reader?

What are their 5 biggest interests?

What are their 5 biggest struggles?

Describe a day in their life

Why would they come to your website or 
blog, what would they be looking to learn?
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STEP 2: CHOOSE YOUR FAVORITE TYPES OF CONTENT 

When blogs began they typically consisted of a traditional article with 850-1200 words, 
an alluring headline and a featured photo. But times are changing and creativity is at 
its peak. Now you can use the blogging feature on your website in a variety of effective 
ways. 

Let’s focus on your format. You can take the traditional route and write for your blog, 
you can now include audio (think podcast form), and you can also have a video blog. 

As you plan content for your blog, you’ll want to consider the many ways to deliver your 
content. 

Which ways would most benefit your ideal client? For example, if your ideal client is a 
busy mom or entrepreneur, they may not have as much time as you’d expect for them 
to read a blog. However, they may have more time to quickly press play and listen to an 
audio version of your blog on the way to work or running errands. 

Nowadays, it’s all about convenience. If you are unsure of the best way to deliver your 
content, you can also survey your audience or e-mail list and ask them what they’d 
prefer. You can always include written material along with an audio or video version. 
This way, you are hitting both needs and reaching your ideal clients in a variety of ways.

The choices are endless, so make sure to consider the following when choosing what is 
best:

• Your content goals.
• Your ideal audience and the content style they most prefer.
• Your level of comfort with audio and video (you may personally prefer audio over 

video and that’s fine too).
• Your capability for pulling off what needs to get done while remaining strategic and 

consistent.
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Here are the pros and cons of the different content delivery types:

Format of 
Content Delivery Pros Cons

Audio

• Simple to record/embed.
• Perfect for a busy audience 

on the go.
• Your audience can easily 

fit listening into their busy 
schedule.

• No visuals.
• No person to person virtual 

relationship building.
• Will not attract an audience 

who prefers video and 
visuals.

Video [V-Log]

• Great tool for trust-building 
with your ideal audience.

• Easier to close with a call-to-
action.

• More entertaining and eye-
catching.

• May require a professional 
video editing or software 
application.

• Needs your ideal audience 
to sit free of distractions to 
watch the playback.

• Requires knowing how to 
record a video and proper 
video and lighting set up.

Written 
Content

• Editable.
• Ideal for SEO.
• Perfect for the audience who 

loves to read.

• Not easy for a busy 
audience.

• Requires sitting down to read 
and pay attention.

• Not as good for relationship 
building

  

As previously mentioned, you can also bring in experts in addition to positioning 
yourself as the expert. There are many ways to accomplish this, you can have your 

colleagues in your industry guest blog, or you can interview them to hone in on their 
expertise while still positioning you as the leader and interviewee. 
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Exercise: Brainstorm Your Guest Expert List to be interviewed by 
you.

Name & Contact Info

Type of connection: 
direct, indirect,  

industry influencer Topic 

  

Exercise: Brainstorm Publications you’d like to submit articles to.

Publication Topic
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STEP 3: CREATE A CONSISTENCY PLAN 

Having a million fabulous ideas but no 
plan will set you up for failure. Since we 
are focusing on success and creating 
a plan that works for you and your 
business, you need consistency. Planning 
a schedule to fit in time to create content 
is essential.

You need more than a plan for when 
you’ll post and market, you also need a 
plan to determine when you can fit in this 
time to create the content. You may need 
to hire and outsource to an assistant or a 
writer if you are pressed for time. 

If you are struggling with the time 
needed to create content, you may want 
to consider outsourcing. Content is the 
cornerstone of your business. If you’re 
not putting out content in a consistent 
way, then you cannot expect to reach 
your ideal audience. 

Creating a consistency plan and filling in 
timeframes where you can either create 
the content yourself or task it out to 
your team members, is going to be the 
defining point for the success of your 
blog.

My recommendation is to schedule one 
day every week dedicated to planning, 
creating and scheduling content.
                        
The more valuable content you put out, 
the more traffic you will generate, which 
will turn into more enquiries, more clients 
and more sales.
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STEP 4: BECOME A SEO PRO

One of the first things I’ve mentioned in this book is the 
importance of driving traffic to your website. 

Driving more traffic to your website organically should be 
one of your content goals, so you don’t have to spend a 
fortune in paid advertising. To achieve this, you need to 

use relevant keywords, categories and tags. Search engine 
optimization is a fundamental component to getting higher 

in the ranks on the search engines. 
 

What exactly is a keyword? 

Keywords are specific words or phrases that are used within your content to help your 
content to show up first or higher ranking in the search engine results.             

You can also use Google Keyword Planner, Buzzsumo or SEMrush, which will help you 
research keywords that are important for your existing content and help you leverage 
content that you create in the future. 

You will also be able to get historical statistics and traffic forecasts, this way you’ll know 
what is popular in your industry, and it will also help you map out the content you 
create.

If you are aware that your ideal client is searching for a particular topic, then that is the 
topic you want to spend time creating content about.               
 

Tags are meant to describe specific details within your posts

Tags are very similar to index words, so if you are blogging about marketing, a tag that 
you would be perfect for that particular blog post would be “marketing.” This way when 
your ideal reader searches your blog and enters a particular word in your search bar, the 
tag will come up properly because you’ve tagged your blog post according to the topic.
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Categories are meant for grouping your blog posts

You can also think of categories as a table of contents for your website. You must 
categorize your blog posts. If you do not have any tags or any categories for your blog 
posts, it will be impossible for your ideal reader to come to your website and search for 
a specific topic that they are looking for.

You need the keywords to rank higher on search engine results, and you need categories 
and tags to help your ideal reader find specific blog posts that pertain to what they are 
looking for within your site.

This may seem like an impossible task, or maybe this is not what you want to spend 
your time doing. It is perfectly okay to outsource this and hire an SEO optimization 
specialist that can help you. 

However, when you plan your categories, keywords and tags, it will also assist you in 
creating your content and tagging appropriately.
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Exercise: List 5 Categories for Your Blog

Categories Notes

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise: List 5 Keywords for Your Blog

Keyword Notes

1

2

3

4

5

Exercise: List 5 Tags for Your Blog

Tag Notes

1

2

3

4

5
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STEP 5: BRAIN DUMP YOUR IDEAS AND TOPICS

You probably have lots of ideas, so 
let’s take those great ideas and turn 
them into content for your blog.  
When you categorize and strategize 
your ideas, you can up level your 
business in so many ways because 
you become a strategic thinker. 

It’s also vital to research other 
industry leaders that are in the same 
field as you. Look at their blogs 
and notice the ones that are very 
successful. How many comments or 
shares did each of those blogs get 
and which topics were they on? 

There’s nothing wrong with 
researching your competition so that 
you know if you’re hitting the mark 
or if you’re missing it. You and your 
competition likely have the same or 
very close ideal target audience. If 
they’re covering certain topics, then 
you need to make sure that you are 
also touching on those issues as well, 
but also bringing your own expertise 
to the table.

Take the time to research the 
competitors in your industry and look 
at credible blogging platforms for 
the specific topics that are featured. 
What topics are they covering and 
which themes and titles are getting 
better results and more traffic? 

Always put your unique spin on 
content and never take from anybody 
else. But let it inspire you so that as 
you’re creating your content, you’re 
creating it strategically and choosing 
topics that will grab your readers’ 
attention.
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Exercise: Create 12 Blog Titles with Matching Themes

Headline/ Title Theme

1 Example: How to find topics for your 
blog Content Marketing

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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STEP 6: WRITE STRATEGICALLY FOR BETTER RESULTS

Having a ton of ideas is great, but now it’s time to narrow down and get 
strategic with your writing as well. You need headlines that are eye-catching. 

Typical headlines that work well are specific and they offer a result.

For example: 5 Ways To Leverage Your Blog Content And Make More Money

It’s letting the reader know that there are five specific ways they’ll learn. It will also 
let them know that the result is they will make more money. This strategy can apply 
to many different types of businesses. Always make sure you’re creating strategic 
headlines. 

Examples: 
• 5 ways to style your home on a budget.
• 7 tips to lose weight without dieting.
• 5 reasons your wardrobe is affecting your 

confidence.

The ideal headline will contain: 
• Specific numbers or a “How To” or a “Why”.
• Your topic of expertise.
• The end result for your reader (what they will 

get out of it).

Again, if you need inspiration, visit major blogging 
platforms, and see what’s capturing the attention of 
their readers.              

If you are creating blogs that are very research-driven, make sure that you add a site 
link and source it so that you’re not at risk for plagiarism, and add quotes when needed. 

You’ll also want to format your blogging content when you put it on your website to have 
a decent amount of white space. Don’t use a small font that’s hard to read. Use a font 
size that is easy on the eyes for both the computer and a mobile device. Space out your 
content with paragraphs, images and white spacing.

When you are creating your blog, think about what call to action to use towards the 
bottom of your blog post. If you are hosting a free challenge, this is an excellent 
opportunity to add at the bottom, “If you enjoyed this blog, click here,” and then 
hyperlink that link, “to join my free challenge to style your home on a budget in five 
days.” 

Your call to action can drive your reader to free challenges, free downloads, free 
strategy sessions or to products that are relevant to that particular blog post.

                     
 

5 Ways 
To Style Your Home 

on a Budget
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Exercise: Create Call to Actions, Match your titles and themes, 
number to number

# CTA Link needed:

1 Example: Download my free content 
planner here. 

https://fabmarketing.leadpages.co/
content-planner/

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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STEP 7: REPURPOSE YOUR CONTENT

The biggest mistake that new entrepreneurs make is staying in constant creation mode. 
Once you have a library of content, go through it, and start re-purposing your content. 
You can go back to interviews that you’ve been a part of, podcasts that you’ve guest 
appeared on, and add the content to your blog. 

For example, if you appeared as a guest expert in your industry on someone’s podcast, 
you can take the exerpt from that podcast, publish it on your blog, and link it to the 
podcast.

You can also revamp your old blog posts. If you have blog posts that can be improved 
or blogs that can be defined better for a particular target market, this is a great place to 
build from. You can revamp those old blog posts and rebirth them with a new voice, and 
freshen them up a little bit without having to recreate the wheel every single time.

If you are a social media maven and you find yourself writing lengthy social media 
posts, you can take those posts and use them as an excellent framework and foundation 
for a blog. Likewise, you can take the most important points or paragraphs of your blog 
and publish them as socila media posts. 

The same applies to your e-mails. If you are emailing your list, that content shouldn’t go 
wasted and not seen only by your list. You can turn those tips and strategies that you’re 
giving to your list and use them as a foundation for a blog post for the public.

Take the time to go through your content and evaluate what you can reuse in a variety 
of ways. Maybe you have content that you’ve written before, and now you can transform 
that content into videos, or a workbook that would work better for your ideal client.
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Exercise: Plan to repurpose your content

# Content to Repurpose
What it is now

Content to Repurpose
What it will become

1
Example: 10 Blog Posts about content 

marketing
Content Marketing e-book. 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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STEP 8: CONTENT MONTHLY PLANNER

It’s time to implement. You can use the monthly planner below or if you prefer a more 
sophisticated version in an excel spreadsheet, you can use my Ultimate Content Planner, 
which you can download for free by clicking on the link above. 

Exercise: Plan your month by filling in the blanks (next page).
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Exercise: Map Out Your Weekly Content Publishing Schedule. 
D
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STEP 9 – PROMOTE YOUR CONTENT

There’s really no point in spending time researching, planning and creating content if 
you’re not going to promote your content extensively. The main goal of your content is 
to direct your followers to your website and e-mail list.

Content creation is about growing your name recognition so more prospects become 
interested in your services and your products. But think of how many MORE people you 
could attract if you promoted more than just your blog. 

Your audience members are composed of those who prefer visual references, audio and 
reading. Not everyone consumes content in the same way, so let’s learn how to attract 
each of those learners with your different content formats.

Know Where Your Audience Hangs Out

No matter how awesome your content is, if you're sharing it on LinkedIn and your 
market spends all their time on Instagram, you won't get any traction. 

You’ve done an ideal reader avatar in Step 1. Revisit that if needed, so you know exactly 
who your audience is.

Once you know who you’re marketing to, you need to discover where they hang out. 
Let’s start using a little common sense first. If you’re an interior designer, stylist or a 
well-being coach marketing to mothers, chances are you will find them on Facebook, 
Instagram and Pinterest.

However, if you’re a business coach for executives with 7-figure businesses, then 
LinkedIn would be the best place for you to share your content and make new contacts.

Even with the most sound logic and common sense, you should still ask questions of 
your customers, your list and your social media followers. Ask which social platforms 
they use most frequently. Ask if they listen to podcasts, and if so, which ones. Ask if 
they read blogs regularly, and if so, which ones. If you belong to any Facebook Groups 
that cater to your niche and ideal clients, ask them these same questions. 

The key is to find those platforms where your 
audience naturally gravitates toward, so you 
can meet them there with answers to their 
questions or problems. Randomly promoting 
your content across all social platforms and 
hoping it resonates with someone is NOT a 
plan; that’s a waste of time which rarely yields 
any kind of results.
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Exercise: Survey your audience 

Who to a Ask Notes

• Email list
• Social media followers
• Past clients/customers
• Facebook group members* 
• Mastermind group members* 

*only ask these members if they are part 
of your target market

Take a look at SurveyMonkey for creating 
surveys.

Questions to ask

• Which social platforms do you use most 
frequently?

• Do you listen to podcasts?
 > If so, which ones?

• Do you read blogs regularly?
 > If so, which ones?

• Do you belong to any Facebook or 
LinkedIn groups?

 > If so, which ones?

• What type of content do you prefer?
 > Blog post/report
 > Podcast
 > Video
 > Infographic

Best practices for creating surveys

1. Know your target market.
2. Write in clear, easy-to-understand language.
3. Keep questions short and unbiased.
4. Ask one question at a time (avoid the word “and” in your questions).
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Exercise: Map out your social media marketing calendar 

Weekly or Monthly Theme

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Notes
Mark publish dates for: blog posts, videos, podcast interview, social media posts, new 
opt-in freebie, e-book, e-mails.  Make note of what channels you will use to promote 
this content.
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Make Your Content Promo-worthy

Bottom line: If you're going to spend 
time promoting it, you want to make 
sure that your content is the very best it 
can be. Don't skip these elements when 
preparing to publish your content:

• Use bullet points and subheadings in 
your blog posts. 

• Optimize your content with 
keywords.

• Use eye-catching, clear, royalty-free 
images within your blog posts and 
for your social media posts. 

• Write evergreen content more 
frequently, so you can use it for 
years to come. 

• Format your content for mobile 
viewing. 

Some best practices for creating mobile 
content include: 

• Write short paragraphs.

• Write short but clever headlines.

• Use small words and use strong 
verbs. 

Your content is a representation of you 
and your business, so you obviously 
want to put your best foot forward when 
producing content. 

Likewise, if your audience is bored with 
your content, they won’t share it with 
others in their network, so you’ll waste 
a chance at expanding your reach. 
While you’re planning and creating your 
content, keep these thoughts in mind:

1. Always provide value. What can 
your followers learn from your 
content? How will you help them 
solve their problem?

2. Does your content invoke 
emotions such as passion, rage or 
laughter? Shared content strikes 
an emotional chord with your 
followers.

3. Does your content interest you? 
If you wouldn’t care to see this 
content in your newsfeed, why 
should your followers?

In other words, edit yourself                    
and cut out the fluff. 

Get to the point more quickly and give 
your readers what they want. 

These practices also help those skimmers 
consume your articles more quickly.
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Exercise: Create a fab content checklist
 
Content Format To-Do List

Blog Posts

c	 Optimize with keywords in the title + body.
c	 Use sub-headlines.
c	 Use bullet points for easy reading.
c	 Add image(s).
c	 End with a Call to Action.
c	 Pay attention to word count.

Videos

c	 Optimize with keywords in description.
c	 Add website URL in description.
c	 Stick to one topic.
c	 Don’t ramble; keep it short + direct.
c	 Look directly in the camera lens to connect with your 

viewers.

Podcasts/Audio Interviews

c	 Do NOT rely on your computer’s built-in microphone. 
c	 Invest in a budget-friendly, sound-cancelling 

microphone.
c	 Be on time + be prepared.
c	 Discuss with host before the interview if you can 

mention your product(s) + URL.

Social Media Posts

c	 Purchase stock photo images from reputable stock 
photo houses.

c	 Use your OWN images that you photographed or 
created.

c	 Write posts that connect with their emotions
c	 Use hash tags #.
c	 Interact with your followers.

Digital Formatting

c	 Choose a responsive theme.
c	 Write concisely

o Short but strong words
o Short but clever titles
o Short paragraphs + sentences

c	 Use subheadings.
c	 Write a summary as the first paragraph.
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Create Channel-Specific Promos

For every channel or platform, you will use to promote your content, be sure you know 
what works and what doesn't. 

Here are the best practices for the most popular channels:

Twitter recommends being concise and sticking to one thought or message per tweet. 
Include a link to your website or landing page if you want to convey more information. 

Use up to 4 bold images, video, or GIFs to add personality to your tweets. Incorporate 
two relevant hash tags to each tweet and asking questions brings about natural 
engagement with your followers.

Facebook loves its videos, so consider doing regular Facebook Lives (which are viewed 
three times more than pre-recorded videos). If live isn’t your thing, upload some pre-
recorded videos directly instead of sharing a YouTube link. 

When not using video, include vivid photos from a reputable stock photo house to 
capture your followers’ attention. Also keep posts short and to the point to convey your 
message. Post at least once a day, and no more than twice a day. 

Instagram is another visual social media platform where eye-catching images are 
essential to engagement. Provide a balance of promotional, educational, entertaining 
and inspiring posts on Instagram. 

To encourage audience engagement, you can run contests, ask questions, post from 
unique locations, and post regularly no more than once a day. And don’t forget the 
hashtags! 

You can’t link your content directly from your posts to your website, you need to use the 
link in your profile. Because Instagram only allows you to use one link, consider using 
Linktree, so you can link more than one URL to your Instagram account.
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Pinterest is another great platform for images and info-graphics. Create an intriguing 
profile with your logo and introduction to your brand. Create and organize your boards 
that show your brand’s personality. 

Studies show that it’s best to Pin 11 times a day, so your followers will have something 
new from you in their feeds. Also be sure the pin leads back to somewhere useful 
instead of an error message. Use thoughtful descriptions with keywords so people will 
find you organically. 

Make your website pin-able with vivid photos and info-graphics, and pin from other 
people too. Engagement goes both ways.

LinkedIn caters to professionals and corporate leaders, so their tolerance for spamming 
and posting unwanted content is much less than the other social platforms. Always take 
the genuine and personable approach when asking to connect. 

Be very selective about what you share on LinkedIn. Where a photo of your elegant 
lunch may be enticing on Facebook, it will reflect poorly on LinkedIn. 

Lastly, beware how frequently you post to multiple groups. Sending the same article to 
12 different LinkedIn groups may get your account suspended for spamming, even if 
your article was meant to offer value to all those group members.
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Guest Blog Posts, quite simply, are informative blog posts written for someone else’s 
blog and are a great way to build credibility and authority in your industry. 

This blogger should be someone with experience and authority along with a large, 
complementary audience. These opportunities should be a win-win for all involved; you 
get your words and name in front of new eyes, while the blogger gets to take a day off 
from creating their own content. 

Most bloggers will be very picky about the topics and what level of expertise they want 
from you; some may refuse to publish your post if it doesn’t meet their standards. 

Approach your selected bloggers with a guest blogging query, follow through on the 
deadline and content details, and then be sure to engage anyone who comments on the 
blog post itself. 

In your author’s bio, usually showing at the end of the post, you can include your 
website link or your opt-in freebie to entice people over to your list or your website.

Your Blog Content is your prize content and should be shown to the world. Always 
prepare a Call to Action to appear at the end of your blog posts so readers know what to 
do next. 

Encourage them to sign up to your email list, follow you on social media, or sell them 
on the benefits of your most recent product. As mentioned previously, your blog content 
should be valuable and help solve a problem or answer questions. 

Blog posts are also useful for reviewing products, especially if you add affiliate links 
throughout. The longer the post, the better your search engine results.

Email Marketing is still the best way to gather contact information from website 
visitors before they leave your site. Opt-in gifts (or freebies) should be relevant and 
entice your readers to subscribe. They should offer solutions to a problem in easy-to-
follow detail.

Once your reader downloads the product, your automated e-mail sequence should kick 
in to continue nurturing the relationship on a consistent basis. 

Keep your e-mails relevant and stick to one topic or one offer per email, unless you’re 
writing a monthly newsletter which will have multiple topics.
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Exercise: Determine what each channel promotion looks like 

Name / Format End goal Next Steps
Ex: blog promotion Ex: bring more traffic Ex: share on social media 

- include bold photo  
- add link to YouTube 

channel
- cross promote

Ex: Instagram Ex: find followers + drive 
traffic to site

Ex: use bold images
-  use hashtags
- cross promote
- interact with others who 

comment
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Automate

Promoting your content and expanding your reach 
on social media is necessary, but who has time to 
manually post to several different channels each and 
every week? Not you! 

If you don’t have the budget to hire a social media 
manager, use the tools that savvy entrepreneurs are 
using to get content in front of their audience without 
spending all day on Facebook.

One quick reminder about automation; it’s a wonderful thing to save time but social 
media still works best when you insert your personality into posts and engage with 
people by answering questions or asking their opinions. 

Scheduling your content will save time but dedicate some time during your day to 
engage with anyone who has made a comment. Find new followers by following relevant 
hash tags and making comments on other posts. Engagement is a two-way street and 
no one wants to engage with an app. They want to know the real person behind the 
posts.

Meet Edgar is so much more than a social media scheduler! With Meet Edgar, 
you have an unlimited content library with neatly color-coded categories. From 
this library, you schedule Facebook and LinkedIn content once and then Edgar 
runs with it and automatically continues sharing it at various intervals in the 
future. 

Tweets must be unique, and cannot be recycled, but Edgar makes it easy to 
load up your schedule for hands-free Tweeting. If you have seasonal content 
that expires, you can set expiration dates so Edgar stops that campaign 
without your help.

The biggest con about Meet Edgar is they don’t support Pinterest or Instagram, 
so to automate those two platforms, you would need another scheduler. 

Missinglettr is another powerful social media tool that goes beyond just 
scheduling posts to your social profiles. Simply input the URL of your website 
and Missinglettr grabs your content from the RSS feed and makes scheduling 
suggestions for up to 12 months. 

You have to approve the suggestions and link your social profiles before 
anything publishes, but Missinglettr will suggest posting images and quotes 
from your blog posts to mix things up.

A con is they don’t support Pinterest or Instagram, so you would need a 
second scheduler to automate those two platforms.
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Tailwind is an app that schedules posts to Pinterest and Instagram. You can 
bulk schedule and even schedule re-pins that happen automatically. 

The Tailwind insights allow you to curate new content from your fans based on 
current trends and it allows you to track any conversations about your brand. 
More detailed analytics measure your number of followers, boards, re-pins, 
comments, and traffic back to your website.

The amount of analytics is amazing. However, the biggest con to using Tailwind 
is it only works for Pinterest and Instagram and you will need a different 
scheduler for your other channels.  

Buffer is a social media scheduler where you can manage all your social 
profiles from one dashboard. First, connect each of your profiles to the Buffer 
dashboard, then set up your publishing schedule once. 

A publishing schedule is nice because you can spread out your social posts 
on the different platforms throughout the day without any overlap, but Buffer 
goes a few steps further by suggesting the days and times that you will get the 
most engagement! 

One of the pros to using Buffer is they support Instagram and Pinterest as well 
as Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook. They also have a browser extension and 
mobile app where you can create content from anywhere in the world. Simply 
upload the content and it will publish according to your publishing schedule.

A con to using Buffer is you have to physically upload the content you want 
published. You can work well into the future so you can work weeks ahead of 
schedule but if you forget to log back in and continue scheduling, you run the 
risk of disappearing from your social platforms for a while.

Co-Schedule is another powerful program to schedule content. You can drag 
and drop your content into the distribution calendar easily. If you have any 
gaps in your schedule, the re-queue feature fills those gaps with reposts of 
your best content.

A big pro to using Co-Schedule is their Best Time Scheduling feature, which 
tells you the best time to post for optimal social engagement. No more 
guessing when your audience is likely to be online! You also have the option of 
scheduling in bulk and collaborating with team members.
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Smarterqueue is one of my favorites. It allows you to schedule posts to all 
major social media platforms, analyse competitors, suggests the best times for 
posting to boost engagement, and find other people’s content to share.

You can create categories to simplify content planning to balance between all 
different content types: quotes, blogs, promos, articles from other people, etc.

The biggest pro of Smarterqueue is that it recycles evergreen content 
automatically. Once all your queued content has been posted, Smarterqueue 
will start all over again.

This is just a short summary of the tools available for 
social media management.

Some of the features listed are accurate at the time of writing 
this book and may change over time. 

Do your due diligence before signing up, test out different 
platforms with the free trials, and most importantly, create 

content so you can promote it! 
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Cross-Promote Your Content

Promotion of your content doesn't only happen on social 
channels. It can and should happen on your existing 
content as well. 

For instance, in your older blog posts that are published 
already, add a call to action promoting your new opt-in 
freebie, especially if it’s a new or updated product. 

Evergreen content will continue to rank in the search 
engines so you are likely to get some new subscribers 
who stumbled upon you months or years after you 
published that piece.

If you’re starting a new podcast, mention that in your 
next Facebook Live video, in a call to action on your blog, 
and to your email list. When you record podcast episodes, 
create promos for your own packages or products to play 
at the end of the episode. 

If you’re a guest on another podcast, promote that on 
social media, to your email list, and even write a blog 
post about how to land a podcast interview or lessons 
learned while including the link to your interview. 
Promote any guest blogs to your audience as well.

Don’t be afraid to promote older content either, no matter 
what the format. Sometimes those topics become timely 
again or you can update that particular piece of content 
and include a link to the older version. Be proud of your 
work, engage with your network of followers, and make 
offers.
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Track Your 
Results

The last thing you want is to spend time promoting content that doesn't convert or using 
channels that are unresponsive. Track your promotions and review your results so you 
can spend your time and energy where you see the best results.

Luckily, you can look at analytics for every platform very easily; the key is to do it on 
a regular basis and honestly evaluate if you’re getting enough ROI to continue your 
promotion efforts on each channel.

Google Analytics integrates easily with your website as well as other apps. It provides 
free analytics about your website, from how many new, unique visitors found your site 
to demographics about where they are located in the world, what pages they visited 
on your site, and how long they stayed on your site. Google Analytics can monitor your 
social media activity, video performance, and it can even track mobile phone users.

One especially advantageous feature in Google Analytics is the ability to locate high-exit 
pages, or those pages where visitors leave your site. Identify those pages and you can 
rework the content to lessen those high-exit numbers.

When it comes to tracking your social media results, nearly every platform has their own 
form of analytics.
 
Facebook Analytics will combine all your Facebook data (including business pages and 
Messenger bots) so you have a unified idea of what’s working on Facebook and what 
isn’t. They also make it easy to target segmented audiences and to build funnels.

Twitter Analytics measures the impact your tweets are having with your followers. It 
measures engagement and will show you how to make your tweets more successful. 
You’ll also get demographic information about your followers, so you’ll know if you’re 
reaching your target audience.

Pinterest Analytics also measures your engagement but also how many followers you 
have, how many impressions your profile made, and the stats for total pin impressions. 
Basically, you’ll learn if your audience has grown, if your content is getting pinned, and 
what type of content is getting pinned.
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Instagram also measure your engagement. You can see how many people visited your 
profile, how many people each post reached, your followers age, gender and location, 
and most importantly, what days and times your followers are more likely to engage 
with your posts.

LinkedIn has limited analytics built into the platform, but you can receive more robust 
analytics using a good scheduling tool like Co-Schedule, Missinglettr SmarterQueue or 
Buffer.

Be sure to track your content promotion efforts. This may not be the most fun part of 
running your business but you’ll gain important insights into whether your promotional 
campaigns are attracting the viewers you want. If you see a tactic that isn’t working, 
make a change and keep tracking. 

Everything in marketing needs to be tested and measured to ensure you’re getting the 
best results for your time, money and efforts. Test and track your way to success!
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Exercise: Track your Results

Record the number of website visitors, E-mail list, and sociaL media followers on the 
same date every month, so you can see what’s working and what needs improvement.
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Exercise: Map Out Your Content Publishing Schedule. 

If you’re planning to create content once a week, you can change the days for weeks on 
the table below.
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ABOUT FAB MARKETING

Hi, I’m Fernanda, Digital Marketing Strategist,     
and founder of Fab Marketing. 

I help lifestyle brands attract more leads and convert 
them into clients with ease, so you can spend more 
time enjoying your life and doing what you love. 

With more than a decade of experience in 
marketing, a master’s degree and ongoing learning, 
I can help you grow your brand, your sales and your 
bottom line.

Want more of the right clients?

Click the button below to schedule a FREE 30min strategy session with me now, to find 
out how I can help you.

Click to book your FREE strategy session

“Before I met Fernanda, I was struggling with my business and how to get my 
message across to potential customers.  Fernanda helped me identify my target 

market and formulate a strategy that worked.  This was such an important process 
for my business and one I could not have done alone. I cannot recommend 

Fernanda highly enough."
Michelle Broadhurst, Broadhurst Photography 

"We were launching a new business and needed original content for our website, 
social media, emails and flyers.  With Fernanda's help we were able to get 300 

Facebook likes in our first week.  We experienced lots of traffic to our website and a 
lot of interest from potential clients. Fernanda's attention to detail and her ability to 

create a clear cut through message has been paramount to our success.”
Zac Jones, Back in Health Pilates


